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Lot Photo JAMAICA Est Real 

  The bracketed reference numbers contained in the descriptions of the 
following section are taken from The Postal History of Jamaica 1662-
1860" by T. Foster. 

  

1333 photo 1756 EL to London showing fine strike of black SL "JAMAICA" (J1) 
(applied near to seal and affected by two small tears) and "16/IV" Bishop 
Mark on reverse, endorsed "1N6" in MS. on front, few small tears (some 
repaired) and toned on front, otherwise fine (see photo- plate X and 
photo on back cover) . . . . . . 

£100 130 

1334  1787 EL to Edinburgh showing black SL "IAMAICA" (J2) (last letter just 
across flap and overstruck by red Scottish Bishop Mark "OC/9"), part 
albino "BLACK/ RIVER" crossed by London transit datestamp, variously 
rated in MS. on front, condition of strikes and item mixed but of fair 
appearance. 

£40  

1335  1789 EL to Inverness showing light strike of small black 
"SPANISH/TOWN" (T1 a) on back with part Scottish Bishop Mark and 
London transit datestamp, former crossed by light filing crease. last 
across flap, endorsed "By Packett" and rated in MS., minor seal removal 
damage, otherwise fine. . 

£75 75 

1336  1792 EL from Trelawney to Scotland showing strikes of "IAMAICA" (J2) 
and very faint "MARTHA/BRAE" (T1) on reverse, former across join and 
crossed by toned filing crease, endorsed "paid 1/101" and rated in MS., 
few minor tears or holes. 

£30  

1337 photo-
plate X 

1793 EL to London with good strike of large black "SPANISH/TOWN" 
(T1b) on reverse overstruck by arrival datestamp of November 1, fine 
and rare 

£150 55 

1338  1794 EL from Kingston to Glasgow with good strike of black "IAMAICA" 
(J2) on reverse alongside London transit mark dated October 2, 
endorsed "Packett" and rated in MS. on front, fine. 

£50  

1339  1795 EL from Kingston to London with fine strike of "IAMAICA" (J2) and 
London arrival datestamp of July 2, flap and perimeter damage, 
otherwise fine 

£80  

1340  1799 EL from Trelawney to Edinburgh with good strike of black 
"FALMOUTH" (T2) and "JAMAICA/AUG 99" (J4), both on reverse, former 
across join, rated "2/2" in MS., filing crease through Scottish arrival 
datestamp, otherwise fine, scarce. 

£80 65 

1341  1801 EL to Shetland with faint "JAMAICA/31 NOV 1801" (J5) on reverse 
across join, variously rated in MS. on front and with indistinct red circular 
mark, London backstamp dated January 27, slight perimeter faults. 

£20  

1342  1803 E to London, faint strike of "JAMAICA/28 JAN 1803" (J7) on 
reverse with dated London arrival marks, former with date struck across 
join, minor seal removal damage and a trifle soiled. 

£20- 21 

1343  1803 EL to London, then readdressed to Edinburgh and then again to a 
third destination showing faint strike of "SPANISH TOWN/JA" (T3a — 
letters "JA" struck across join), London and Scottish datestamps of May 
27 and 30, fine . 

£30  

1344  1804 EL from St. Marys to London showing good strike of "JAMAICA/15 
APR 180 (4 unclear)" (J5) showing part of surrounding circle at foot on 
reverse, slight toning around seal, rated in MS. on front, light staining or 
soiling . 

£40 33 

1345  1804 EL to London with faint strikes of "FALMOUTH/JA" and "JAMAICA/ 
?? NOV 1804" (T3, J5) on reverse, rated in MS. on front, fair. 

£30  

1346  1805 EL from Dundee, Trelawny to Edinburgh with fair strikes of 
"FALMOUTH/JA" and Fleuron dated May 10 on reverse (T3, F1), very 
faint "Ship Letter/crown/JAMAICA" (SL1) on front crossed by arrival 
datestamp, rated several times in MS., filing crease (toned) affects 
strikes on front and Fleuron, otherwise fine. 

£100  

1347  1806 EL to London endorsed "pr packet/Q.D.C." and rated "2/–" and 
"3/8" in MS. on front, showing good strike of "SPANISH TOWN/JA" (T3a) 
on reverse, arrival cds of April 14 across join, a trifle stained on front, 
otherwise fine, interesting contents 

£60  
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1348  1807 EL to London showing fair strike of Fleuron (F1) dated June 13 on 
reverse just crossed by arrival datestamp of July 20, few minor stains or 
perimeter faults, otherwise fine. 

£20 16 

1349  — The same Fleuron type dated November 1 (tiny portion across join) on 
EL to Edinburgh from Dundee, Trelawny, also on reverse 
"FALMOUTH/JA" (T3) across join, overstruck by London datestamp, 
rated and endorsed in MS., a little toned, filing crease, runs through 
strikes, otherwise fine 

£40 34 

1350  1809 EL to England showing fine strikes of Fleuron dated April 16 and 
"MONTEGO-BAY/JA" (F2, T3) on reverse, former across join, endorsed 
"single paid 2/6", "Single. By April Packet" and rated "1/11" on front, a 
trifle soiled, otherwise fine and a long interesting letter 

£70  

1351  — A similarly struck EL but addressed to Scotland and Fleuron (not 
across join) dated October 29, rated "11/3", "11/4" and "Paid 7/6", slight 
seal removal damage and a trifle soiled, otherwise fine. 

£60  

1352  1811 EL from Clarendon to Scotland showing fine strike of "SPANISH-
TOWN/ JA" (T3a) on reverse across join, rated "2/3" in MS. on front, a 
trifle toned, otherwise fine. 

£40 30 

1353  1813 EL from Argyle to Glasgow showing fine strike of "MONTEGO-
BAY/JA" (T3) across join and faint Fleuron (F3a) dated October 15 on 
flap, rated "2/3" and endorsed "Paid 1/9", Scottish "Addl.½" and arrival 
datestamp, fine. 

£40  

1354  1813, 1814 ELs to England with the same Fleuron type as the last lot 
(F3a), the latter additionally with "MONTEGO-BAY/JA" (T3) (both strikes 
across join), former a trifle ragged, otherwise fine. 

£30  

1355  1814 EL to Scotland with Fleuron (F3a) dated June 3 and "LACOVIA/JA" 
(T3) on reverse, Scottish "Addl.½" and arrival cds on front, endorsed and 
rated in MS., a trifle stained, otherwise fine. 

£20 26 

1356  1814 EL to Yorkshire with Fleuron (F3a) dated January 1 1815 and 
"FALMOUTH/JA" (T3) across join on reverse, rated "2/4" and endorsed 
"Pd 2/6" and "packet/Q.D.C." in MS. on front, tiny splits along filing 
crease on front, otherwise fine. 

£30 25 

1357  1816 EL from Berwick to Yorkshire showing faint Fleuron (F3b-first two 
digits of year plug omitted) dated February 24 and partly albino strike of 
"GOSHEN/ JA" (T3) ("N" struck just across join), rated "4/8" and 
endorsed "packet/ Feby 1816" in MS. on front, minor seal removal 
damage. 

£30 42 

1358  1818, 1819 ELs both showing fine strikes of Fleuron (F4), former to 
London dated October 4 and rated "2/2" in MS., latter to Ayr dated 
January 17, rated "2/6" and endorsed "QDC" in MS., fine. 

£20 26 

1359  1820 slightly tropicalised EL from Gibraltar to Kingston showing fair strike 
of "ANNOTTO-BAY/JA" (T3) across join on reverse, rated "1/3" in MS., a 
trifle ragged in places. 

£20 22 

1360  1820 EL from Argyle to Liverpool showing fine strike of Fleuron (F5a—
first digit of year plug omitted) dated December 16 on flap and fair strike 
of "MONTEGO BAY/JA" (T3) across join, rated "2/3" and endorsed "Paid 
1/3" in MS. on front, fine. 

£40  

1361  1821 EL from Hanover to Edinburgh with fair strike of Fleuron (F5a) 
dated May 5 and faint "GREEN-ISLAND/JA" (T3), both across join on 
reverse, rated and endorsed in MS., a trifle soiled, otherwise fine. 

£40 33 

1362  1808 to 1821, eight ELs to Great Britain with black Fleurons, types being 
F1, F3a (2), F3b, F4 (3), F5a, various MS. rate marks and endorsements, 
strikes and items in mixed condition. 

£100  

1363 
/ 

 1825 EL from Mexico to London showing fine strike of Mexico Fleuron 
marking (TR1) in a pale reddish shade, Kingston and London back-
stamps dated October 24 (earliest date recorded by Foster) and January 
13 respectively, rated "6/–" in MS., item damaged and repaired in a few 
places and a trifle soiled, otherwise fine and rare (see photo-plate X). 

£100 160 
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1364  1826 EL from Westmorland to Edinburgh showing good strike of 
"SAVANNALA-MAR/JA" (T3) across join on reverse, Kingston cds and 
arrival marking also on back, fine green boxed "1" on front (last three 
marks affected by filing crease), rated and endorsed in MS. 

£30 25 

1 5 (photo-
plate X) 

1826 E to Brighton, then readdressed to Scotland showing good strike of 
green "JAMAICA/AU 16/1826/F" (TL1) on reverse with the various British 
transit and arrival marks, small framed *T' on front, endorsed "By the 
Jamaica Packet" and variously rated in MS. on the front, a trifle soiled, 
otherwise fine. Rare  

£100 150 

1366 (photo-
plate 
X). 

— Another example of this rare marking dated November 29 (not quite 
so fine as the last) on EL from Kingston to Scotland with boxed "1" (in the 
same colour as the premier strike), arrival cds, disinfection slits, rated 
"2/3" in MS., small tear on flap, otherwise fine. 

£100 140 

1367  1834 EL from Bounty Hall to London showing fair strike of "FALMOUTH" 
(T4a) across join on reverse alongside Kingston cds and just overstruck 
by red arrival datestamp, red framed "PACKET LETTER" on front, rated 
"8/8" in MS., . a trifle soiled, otherwise fine. 

£40  

1368  1836 E to London showing fine strike of "MONTEGO BAY" (T4b) on 
front, rated "2/2" in MS., arrival backstamp dated November 25, few light 
stain spots along filing crease, otherwise fine. 

£30  

1369  1836 E to London showing fair strike of red "JAMAICA/FE27/1836/PAID" 
(PD3) and Paid arrival datestamp of March 30, endorsed "Pd2/2" in MS., 
a trifle soiled and MS. on reverse, otherwise fine. 

£30 26 

1370  1836 E to London showing good strike of "SPANISH TOWN/MY 9/1836/ 
JAMAICA" (P1) on flap, rated "2/2" in MS., few minor ink spots near 
strike, otherwise fine. 

£20 28 

1371  Another example of this strike (clearer but just across join) dated 
December . 11 1837, on EL to Exeter, rated "1/11" in MS., fine. 

£20 29 

1372  A similar EL to the same address but strike put squarely across join and 
dated "JA 18 (8 in MS.)/1838" rated "1/11" in MS., area of internal 
damage to address panel, otherwise fine. . 

£15 14 

1373  1838 EL to London showing faint strike of black "FALMOUTH" (T4b) on 
reverse, Kingston and London backstamps, endorsed "Single" and 
"Packet" and rated in MS., fine. 

£20 18 

1374  1785 to 1839, fourteen Es or ELs and a piece, strikes include "IAMAICA", 
"JAMAICA", "PORT ROYAL", "SPANISH/TOWN", "COMMERCIAL 
ROOMS", few faint Fleurons, etc., very mixed condition. 

£150 125 

1375  1840 EL from St. Anns Dry Harbour to Scotland without Jamaican 
markings but showing "DEAL/SHIP LETTER" (Robertson S.8), transit 
and arrival back-stamps, rated "8" and "Paid 73" in MS. on front, few 
minor faults, otherwise fine. 

£15 19 

1376 (photo-
plate 
X). 

1840 E addressed to "Monsieur Le Baron de Rostchile, Londres" and 
showing very fine strike of red "CARTHAGENA" Fleuron (TR2) at lower-
right, rated in MS. and with Kingston (July 28) and London arrival 
(September 5) datestamps on reverse, fine and attractive. Rare 

£150 950 

  The following eight lots are all addressed to Great Britain and are each 
struck on the reverse with an example of P2a 

  

1377  1840 EL with good strike of Alexandria dated March 4 (small part just 
across join), London transit (May 12) and Falkirk arrival (May 18) also on 
back, rated "1/–" in MS., a trifle soiled, otherwise fine and scarce 

£20 33 

1378  — A similar item but strike dated June 25, minor perimeter damage and 
a trifle toned, otherwise fine. 

£15 12 

1379  — Two ELs, with fair strikes of Duncans dated May 6 and August 10 
across join, Falkirk arrival datestamps, part of address on both 
obliterated and a trifle soiled, otherwise fine 

£20 16 

1380  — E showing fine strike of Lucea dated April 7 across join and showing 
red Inspectors Crown on front, rated and endorsed in MS., fine and rare. 

£40 33 

1381  — Large part E with good strike of blue Spanish Town dated February 
28, rated "1/–" in MS. and with what appears to be a handstruck "11", 
rare. 

£30 25 
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1382  — Another example of this strike in blue on E but a May date and small 
part just across join, overstruck by red London arrival datestamp of June 
17, rated "1/–" in MS. and endorsed "Single per Packet", former strike not 
quite so good as last, otherwise fine. . 

£40  

1383 (photo-
plate 
X). 

1841 EL with good strike of Ocho- Rios across join dated October 27, 
part crossed by London arrival datestamp of December 3 (both crossed 
by filing crease), rated "1/–" in MS., fine and very rare (Foster states only 
three examples are known). 

£75 90 

1384  1842 EL with fair strike of Alexandria dated May 17 across join, London 
transit and Falkirk arrival also across join . 

£15 12 

1385  1844 EL to Scotland showing good strike of red "JAMAICA/FE 
8/1844/PAID" (PD5) on front and very faint Vere datestamp (P2a) dated 
February 7 on reverse, London and Aberdeen datestamps, a trifle soiled, 
otherwise fine 

£20  

1386  1844 EL to London showing very fine strike of "PORT- MARIA/OC 
7/1844" (P3) on reverse just clipped by arrival datestamp of November 9, 
rated "1/2" in MS. and endorsed "Packet", fine and scarce. 

£60 50 

1387  1844 EL locally addressed to May Hill Post Office showing very fine 
strike of black "6" (TP1) on front and Kingston despatch backstamp 
dated March 23, a trifle toned or soiled, otherwise fine and scarce. 

£40 48 

1388  1845 E to London showing fine "JAMAICA/SHIP LETTER" (SL5) with 
part additional strike (crossed by filing crease) at lower-right, fine oval 
"OCANA/ FRANCA" Columbian marking, Kingston backstamp of April 29 
on reverse, a trifle toned along filing creases, otherwise fine. 

£60 110 

1389 (photo-
plate X) 

1845 EL from Philadelphia to "Revd Mrs Francis R. Holland, Mayhill Post 
Office, Jamaica" and showing good strike of the very rare framed 
"Falmouth/SHIP LETTER" (SL8) on front, Falmouth back-stamp (P2a) on 
reverse dated December 29, a fine and attractive item  

£300 700 

1390  1847 and 1845 ELs to London, former with Buff Bay cds (P2a) dated 
January 21, just clipped by filing crease, latter with Rio-Bueno cds (P3) 
with unclear date across join, London arrival marks, rated "1/2" and "1/3" 
respectively, . . . a trifle soiled, otherwise fine and very scarce. . 

£50  

1391  1848 EL to Scotland showing fair Alexandria cds (P2a) dated February 
19 on reverse, transit and arrival marks, rated "1/2" in MS., few tiny 
perimeter faults, otherwise fine 

  

1392 (photo-
plate 
XI). 

1849 local EL from Montego-Bay to Spanish Town (with corresponding 
backstamps dated February 12 and 14 respectively) showing very fine 
strike of red circular "PAID/8D." (PD14), few tiny worm holes (one affects 
strike), very slightly tropicalised, otherwise fine and very rare, also a part 
front dated 1854 showing same type strike again in red but 
"PAID/1s.2D." (not listed) crossed by filing crease 

£150 230 

1393  1850 E to London showing "FLINT-RIVER/(MS. Sep 23/185) 
0/JAMAICA" (P2a) and Kingston datestamp of September 25 on reverse, 
rated "4/8" in MC fine apart from, few light stains scarce 

£20 29 

1394  1851 EL to Scotland showing good strike of "BATH/JY (MS. 
26/1851/JAMAICA" on reverse with Kingston, Aberdeen and London 
marks, former just clipped by filing crease, otherwise fine. 

£20 25 

1395  1852 EL from Mount Angus to London showing faint strike of Port Maria 
cds (P3) dated August 10 on reverse with Kingston and London marks, 
1852 EL to Manchester showing fair Pear Tree Grove cds (P3) dated 
June 22 (second 2 in MS.) affected by stained filing crease, 
discolouration spots, faults but scarce. 

£20 21 

1396  1840 to 1854, eleven Es or ELs (being seven to Great Britain, two locally 
addressed and two to Jamaica), all with strikes of P2b from Dry Harbour, 
Montego Bay (4), Old Harbour, Savannah La Mar (2), Spanish Town (3), 
strikes chiefly fair to fine, also 1865 printed EL to Jamaica (adhesive 
removed) with strike of SL "TOO LATE" (TL3),. etc., some faults. 

£100  

1397  1824 to 1860, twenty-eight items with Kingston cds marks, addressed to 
Great Britain, types include K2, K2a, K3, K4, K6, K6a, K7, etc., few other 
marks such as green framed "1", etc., poor to fine. 

£75 70 
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1398  1839 to 1861, twenty-one Es or ELs and two part Es, variously struck 
with examples of P2a, including Bath, Chapelton, Clarendon, Falmouth, 
Mandeville, Mayhill, Morant Bay, few Kingston datestamps, rather mixed 
condition. 

£100 100 

1399  1864 EL from Green Island P.O. to Liverpool with good red 
"JAMAICA/AU 25/ 1864/PAID" (PD5a) on front, Green Island and 
Kingston backstamps and arrival mark, endorsed "Paid 2/–", a trifle toned 
in places, otherwise fine. 

£15  

1400  1902 cover to New York bearing Queen 21d. tied by black oblong framed 
"CONSTANT SPRING/(MS. 10.2.02)/JAMAICA" TRD, adhesive creased 
and cover a trifle toned along top, small tear at top-left, otherwise fine. 

£35 36 

1401  1902 cover to U.S.A. bearing Queen 21d. tied by violet oblong framed 
"MYRTLE BANK/(MS. 17.2.)180(2)/JAMAICA" TRD, few toned perfs., 
cover with some perimeter faults, otherwise fine 

£35 36 

1402  The selection comprising 1904 and 1908 p.p.c.'s with Street Letter Box 
cancels, 1907 p.p.c., Yallahs double-ring cds, 1921-28, five covers (four 
being Registered), all addressed to the President of the United States 
(Coolidge then Harding), interesting, some faults. 

£30 33 

1403  1939 cover to England bearing George VI 1d. tied by large violet oblong 
framed "ALLMAN TOWN/(MS. 10 5)193 (9)/JAMAICA" TRD, fine 

£15 11 

 
 


